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        We value your privacy


    
    
        Our company and our partners store or access information on devices, such as cookies, and process personal data such as unique identifiers and standard information that the device sends for the purposes described below. You can give your consent to the above processing by clicking on the "Accept all" button. Or you can refuse to provide it and change your preferences by clicking the "Manage settings" button. Your preferences will only apply to this website. We do not need your consent for some forms of processing your personal data. You can change your preferences at any time by returning to this page or visiting our privacy policy.
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                    Here you can adjust cookie and personalization settings. Changes to settings will only be reflected for the browser and device you are currently using.



                
                
    

        
            
            
                

                     Cookies necessary for the website to function
                
                
                    
                                    These include functional and technical cookies, which, for example, ensure the function of logging into the user account on the site, storing goods in the shopping cart, detect attempts at unauthorized login to the account, or enable the effective display of content. These cookies are necessary for the functioning of our website and cannot deactivate them. In addition, these files contribute to the safe and proper use of our services.


                
            


        
            
            
                

                     Analytical Cookies
                
                
                    
                                    Analytical cookies on our website are collected by a Google Inc. script. and Hotjar, which subsequently anonymizes this data. After anonymization, it is no longer personal data, because anonymized cookies cannot be assigned to a specific user or a specific person. We work exclusively with cookies in anonymized form. Therefore, we cannot find out from the cookies how the user behaved on our website (what pages he visited, what goods he viewed, etc.). However, we must warn you that in this case, if you disable the use of these cookies, some of the services provided may not work properly.
We use the following third-party solutions for these cookies:
Google Analytics
Purpose: Analytical and marketing tool for detecting user behavior on the site, in order to design a better layout, functionalities and further improve the site, user profiling and targeting of personalized advertising.
Personal data protection : https://policies.google.com/privacy





                
            


        
            
            
                

                      Marketing cookies
                
                
                    
                                    We use these cookies to be able to show you advertising that may be of interest to you according to your previous preferences and to carry out similar marketing activities. We store cookies of this type only with your consent.
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